Contributors

Mahmuda Akter is a PhD candidate at the Tasmanian School of Business and Economics of the University of Tasmania. Her research focuses on valuing and accounting for natural capital on Australian farms, and interests include environmental and resource economics, measurement of productivity and efficiency in agriculture sector, and sustainable development of agriculture. From 2007 to 2015, she worked as an agricultural economist at the Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute, successfully completing a number of projects, including: the adoption of new agricultural technologies at farm level; efficiency and productivity analysis of cereal crops; and the impacts of modern agricultural technologies on rural livelihoods. Akter received her undergraduate degree in agricultural economics from the Bangladesh Agricultural University and her masters from the Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Agricultural University, Bangladesh.

Tiho Ancev is an Associate Professor in environmental and resource economics at the School of Economics, University of Sydney, where he teaches and researches in the areas of environmental economics, natural resource economics and water economics and policy. He has published widely on topics related to economics of water use and its environmental consequences (for example salinity, water depletion), and on economics of air and water pollution. He has co-authored several articles in the area of environmentally adjusted productivity and efficiency measurement.

M.A. Samad Azad is a postdoctoral research fellow at the Tasmanian School of Business and Economics of the University of Tasmania (UTAS), having earlier worked as a research associate in the Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics and the School of Economics of the University of Sydney. As an agricultural economist he also worked at the Bangladesh Rice Research Institute and the Department of Agricultural Extension within the Bangladesh Ministry of Agriculture. Samad earned his PhD in agricultural resource economics from the University of Sydney in 2012. His primary research focuses on developing methods for environmentally adjusted productivity and efficiency measurement. Samad is currently involved in a project that aims to develop a...

Águeda Bellver-Domingo has a degree in environmental science from the University of Valencia. She completed a masters in water resources management and is currently a PhD student in water economics. She has been a member of the University of Valencia’s Water Economics Group since 2011. Her research is focused on the economic valuation of environmental goods and services and their integration into decision-making processes through various methodologies.

H. K. Edmonds has completed a PhD in environmental science through the Australian Rivers Institute at Griffith University, Queensland. Her research focuses on spatial analysis of urban freshwater ecosystems, and she has also worked extensively in biodiversity assessment.

Mark Eigenraam is a Senior Environmental Accounting Specialist with the Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and director at the Institute for the Development of Environmental-Economic Accounting (IDEEA). Since the mid-1990s, he has played a leading role in the development and application of environmental markets and ecosystem accounting. His work has ranged from training landholders (farmers) to participate in environmental markets, to contributing to global initiatives in environmental-economic accounting. Mark has applied his insights and experience to establishing environmental markets to inform Australia’s approach to environmental-economic accounting, and produced a world first set of experimental ecosystem accounts for Victoria. He continues to develop new systems and processes to produce and publish environmental-economic accounts.

Rolf G. Färe has been a Professor of Economics and Applied Economics at Oregon State University since 1998. As a former student of Ronald W. Shephard, his main research interest is in production theory. In particular, he models multi-output technologies in both static and dynamic settings. These have proven to be especially useful in the development of tools to measure performance, especially in an activity analysis or DEA framework. Rolf has honorary doctorates from Lund University and Gothenburg University, and his other awards include Web of Science most highly cited in economics and finance and an entry in *Who’s Who in Economics*. 
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Kevin J. Fox works primarily in the field of economic measurement, with a focus on productivity and prices. He is a Fellow of the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia, Fellow of the Society for Economic Measurement, and a Member of the NBER-affiliated US Conference on Research on Income and Wealth. He is an elected member of the Australasian Standing Committee of the Econometric Society; elected council member of the International Association for Research on Income and Wealth; an associate editor of the Journal of Productivity Analysis; director of the UNSW Centre for Applied Economic Research; and leads the UNSW Business School’s Real Estate Initiative. In 2016 he was appointed as an advisor to the Australian Treasury, and in 2015 he was elected as a member of the Policy and Advocacy Committee of the Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia, continuing a career-long commitment to research-led public policy engagement. He chaired the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 16th Series Consumer Price Index Review Advisory Group in 2009–10, and is a member of the ABS Methodology Advisory Committee and Productivity Measurement Reference Group. He was a member and subgroup leader of the Expert Working Group of the Australian Council of Learned Academies on productivity 2012–14 that reported to the Prime Minister’s Science, Engineering and Innovation Council.

Shawna Grosskopf is Professor Emerita in the economics department at Oregon State University (OSU). She received her PhD from Syracuse University in 1977 and joined OSU in 1998 after 21 years at Southern Illinois University. Her research interests include public economics, performance measurement, environmental economics and health economics. Recent research has included work on the relative performance of charter schools using directional distance functions to model and measure productivity in the presence of environmental byproducts, assessing performance in the health sector. She is an associate editor of the Journal of Productivity Analysis and the Data Envelopment Analysis Journal, and is on the editorial board of Health Care Management Science. She has published nine books and over 190 peer-reviewed journal articles. She has featured in the ISI Web of Knowledge 250 most cited scholars in economics and finance since 2005 and in Who’s Who in Economics since 2002. Other awards include Kerstin Hesselgren Chair awarded in honour of the first woman in the Swedish parliament and an honorary doctorate from the University of Gothenburg. She has received grants from USEPA, USDA, the New Zealand Foundation for Research, Science and Technology, and the Ford Foundation.

Atakelty Hailu is currently an Associate Professor at the University of Western Australia. Prior to joining UWA, he worked at the University of
Alberta (Canada) and Alemaya University (Ethiopia). His primary areas of research include productivity and efficiency analysis in the presence of undesirable outputs, agricultural economics, environmental policy, economics of recreational fishing, and bioeconomic and agent-based modelling.

**Francesc Hernández-Sancho** has a PhD in environmental economics and is a professor at the University of Valencia, where he is head of the Water Economics Research Group and director of the Water Management masters programme. He is also a member of the Management Committee of the International Water Association (IWA) Specialist Group on Statistics and Economics, and leader of the IWA Water Economics Working Group. His research focuses on water tariffs and the economic efficiency of water utilities. He has also worked on economic feasibility studies of wastewater treatment and water reuse projects including the economic valuation of externalities. Francesc has taken part in more than 25 research projects related to water management and water economics financed by the Spanish Government and the European Commission. He is associate editor of *Water Science and Technology, Water Science and Technology: Water Supply* and *Water Economics and Policy Journal*.

**Viet-Ngu (Vincent) Hoang** is Senior Lecturer in Economics at the School of Economics and Finance (Queensland University of Technology). His research areas include applied economics, environmental and ecological economics, agricultural economics, efficiency and productivity analysis, development economics, and health economics. His work has been published in leading journals, including *Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, Journal of Environmental and Resources Economics, Ecological Economics, Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Systems, Journal of Environmental Management* and *Environment and Development Economics*.

**Neal Hughes** is a senior economist with the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES). Since joining ABARES in 2006, he has undertaken research on a range of water, climate and agricultural productivity issues, with an emphasis on applied economic modelling and data analysis. In 2011 Neal was awarded an Australian Government Sir Roland Wilson Foundation PhD Scholarship. He holds an honours degree in economics from the University of Melbourne and a PhD in economics from the Australian National University.

**William Ingram** is at the start of a career in the environmental arena. After studying chemistry, he pursued research on heavy metal water pollution...
in the Indian city of Mumbai, where he worked with scholars from the Indian Institute of Technology to assess concentrations of certain heavy metals throughout Mumbai’s wastewater. He also conducted research on the effectiveness of constructed wetland technology on heavy metal removal from wastewater, which further inspired him to focus on solutions to environmental problems. Will gained experience with the London-based NGO Forum for the Future before spending time under the tutelage of Birguy Lamizana-Diallo at UNEP, Nairobi. Here, he assisted with the work of the Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities (GPA). He is currently working on assisting developing countries with the UN climate change negotiations and outlining the case for a zero-emissions world by providing policy research and support with the NGO Track 0. Alongside an interest in science communication, Will has a particular interest in water security, especially in vulnerable countries. He endeavours to research the interaction between science and policy, and how effective data collection can aid good governance of natural resources.

Hasneen Jahan is a professor in the Department of Agricultural Economics at the Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU), Mymensingh. Hasneen’s areas of specialization are environmental economics, agricultural economics, fisheries economics and rural livelihood. Hasneen completed her BSc Ag. Econ. (Hons) degree from BAU with a 1st, and in 1st position with gold medal. She has two masters degrees: in agricultural economics from BAU and in development economics from Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, Japan. Hasneen gained her PhD in the field of environmental economics from the University of Sydney, Australia, where she has also worked as a research fellow in the Department of Economics. She has a number of research papers in reputed journals and is also engaged in several national and international projects related to her research areas, including running the Shayaan Foundation charity organization which mainly works for the betterment of the education sector in Bangladesh.

Birguy Lamizana-Diallo is a development professional with broad interests and more than 20 years’ work experience, including extensive knowledge of ecosystem and water resource management, environmental impact assessment, community involvement and capacity-building skills. She participated in the Training of Trainers (ToT) for decision makers on Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM). She possesses a strong record of accomplishments in developing actions plans in IWRM for West and East African countries and coordinating partnerships. Birguy holds an engineering degree in water resources management and a doctorate in freshwater ecology in relation to environmental flows.
requirements. She has extensive working experience with river basin organizations, NGOs and community involvement in managing national parks and protected areas in West and Central Africa. Prior to joining the United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) in 2009 and UNEP in 2012, she served as coordinator of the IUCN West Africa regional wetlands and water resources programme. Birguy has also worked with the Global Water Partnership (GWP) as regional coordinator for Africa water development and with the African Development Bank (AfDB) as technical advisor for their Water Partnership Programme Trust fund. Birguy is currently a programme officer in charge of wastewater management within the UNEP-Global Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based Activities (GPA). She has also coordinated UNEP’s flagship project on the restoration of Lake Faguibine ecosystems in northern Mali, which attracted the interest of many development partners as well as substantial funding from donors. Birguy is also currently vice chair of the IUCN Commission of Ecosystem Management (CEM) in charge of Africa, drylands and wetlands thematic groups.

Kenton Lawson is a senior economist with the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES). Since joining ABARES in 1987, he has undertaken mathematical programming, economic modelling, numerical programming and spatial and statistical analyses across a broad range of agricultural and natural resource issues. Kenton holds an honours degree in mathematics and a masters in economics from the Australian National University.

Lisa Y.T. Lee is an environmental economist with interests in the fields of water and energy economics. Her PhD from the University of Sydney analysed the cost of environmental targets on irrigation industries in the Murray-Darling Basin in Australia and how water markets and irrigation technologies could help smooth structural adjustment in the industry. She has since conducted postdoctoral research at the University of New South Wales and the United Nations University in Japan in a variety of topic areas, including in salinity, biofuels, energy and wildlife trading. She currently works at the Productivity Commission – the Australian Government’s independent research and advisory body.

C. A. K. Lovell is Honorary Professor in the School of Economics at the University of Queensland and a former editor of *Journal of Productivity Analysis*.

J. E. Lovell is a freelance researcher who holds a research masters degree from the School of Economics at the University of Queensland.
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Chunbo Ma is currently an Associate Professor of Economics at the University of Western Australia (UWA). He was also an Australian Research Council DECRA Fellow (2013–15) and, prior to joining UWA, was a research fellow in the University of Michigan (2007–09). His primary research interests lie in energy, environmental, agricultural economics and policies. His recent work has focused on the adoption of green electricity and rooftop solar PVs in Australia and energy/climate policies in China.

Carl Obst is a director of the Institute for the Development of Environmental-Economic Accounting (IDEEA) and an Honorary Fellow of the University of Melbourne. From 2010 to 2013, he was the lead author and editor of the System of Environmental-Economic Accounting (SEEA), building on a long career working in national accounts, including five years as head of the Australian national accounts. His current work involves projects on environmental-economic accounting with the World Bank, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO), the UN Environment Programme (UNEP), the UN World Tourism Organization and several projects extending SEEA approaches to the corporate sector.

Carl A. Pasurka, Jr. is an economist with the National Center for Environmental Economics at the US Environmental Protection Agency, and an Adjunct Professor with the Schar School of Policy and Government at George Mason University. His current research focuses on cost and productivity issues associated with environmental regulations. In addition, he was an associate editor for the Journal of Environmental Economics and Management (1994–96) and has been an associate editor for Energy Economics since 2013.

Clevo Wilson is a Professor of Economics at Queensland University of Technology (QUT). He specializes in environmental, ecological, agricultural, energy, tourism and development economics with a special interest in using environmental valuation techniques, both revealed and stated, for policy decision-making. He has published widely in diverse topics including energy and water conservation, agriculture, aquaculture, eco-tourism and environmental sustainability. Clevo has a PhD in environmental and resource economics from St Andrews, Scotland; an MSc in economics from Glasgow University; an MPhil in environment and development from Cambridge; and a BA in economics from the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.